The elections for day session representatives will be held in the 11 A.M. classes on Tuesday, October 13. Students who do not have classes during this time should report to the Marble Lounge at 10 A.M. on October 13 for instructions.

Petitions for all positions are still being accepted. Petitions may be picked up at the Student Center lobby desk. In this issue of TICKER, the platforms received from candidates thus far are printed. Endorsements from organizations will appear next Monday.

Students are reminded that 30 percent of classes in order for students to remain in control of their activities and governance.

Eric Glaude, Executive Vice-President of Student Council is in charge of the elections. Mr. Glaude is a member of the Society of Koromante and Laibord Leaders Society.

NEW Dean for Students

The Board of Higher Education tonight announced the appointment of 5-year-old New York City Chancellor Albert H. Bowser as CUNY’s new dean for student affairs, the area of student affairs. We feel that Mr. Meng’s youth, his background in law, and his academic experience both as a faculty member and student at the highest levels of University administration uniquely qualify him for the position.

Mr. Meng has a law degree from Harvard University. He became one of the youngest university administrators in the nation, responsible for a constituency of more than 190,000 students. A member of the New York State Bar and a former executive assistant to CUNY Chancellor Albert H. Bowser, Mr. Meng said he plans to spend his first weeks in office visiting students on CUNY campuses to become better acquainted with the problems of his new constituency.

"I haven’t been a student for about three years," Dean Meng said. "And things have changed a lot since then, but students still are human beings. I want to make sure that there is someone for each of the 190,000 students to talk to."

What Elevator Service Was That?

Amidst the Monday morning (and afternoon) perennial jam in the lobby of the 12th floor, Lexington Avenue stands Lester Rosner, Dean of Administration. He is there to make sure that any repairs made on the eleventh floor are in accordance with the behavior of the janitors is met by an appropriate response by the janitors (i.e., an administrative presence).

We did ask him how the elevator service might be improved. He said that he didn’t know.

Standing with the janees was Bertha Newhouse, Foreman, Elevator Department. Although Prof. Newhouse did not participate in the strike last spring, she did say at that time that the students could do their thing if she could do her thing, i.e., give tests.

We asked Bertha if she could go along with a strike in the elevator service. Although she did not indicate to us that she would strike, she did say that something should be done.

She then told us that she had been traveling the elevators for the past few minutes: in order to get to the fifth floor from the thirteenth floor, Prof. Newhouse had to walk up from the thirteenth floor to the fourteenth floor, take a car down to the lobby, take a car to the eighth floor and walk down. Is this any way for an accounting teacher to travel???

Dean Rosner has asked us to notify the Baruch community that all suggestions for the improvement of elevator service be presented to him in his office on the fourth floor of the 24 Street building.

And please don’t SIT DOWN IN THE LOBBY WHEN THE ELEVATOR SERVICE IS IN TROUBLE. STRIKE HAS BEEN CALLED!!!

BHE Tables Fees Issue

The BHE has postponed until its October meeting the business of establishing recruitment guidelines for the collection and distribution of student activities fees.

Under the proposal, which would affect all units of the University, students, by referendum, would decide how much money should be collected and for what purpose specific moneys would be used for.

Under the proposal, also, the referendum could bypass the elected student government. It was pointed out that this possibility would be in contradiction to that section of BHE by-law 15 which expresses that control over student activities is in the hands of a duly elected student government.

One member of the Board expressed the feeling that students would be in favor of the referendum collecting activities fees, tax money was being used for non-education endeavors i.e., student activities. However, in another calendar of the BHE agenda for the meeting, the statement is made that student activities are part of the educational process and take place within the context of the college community. The activities are, primarily, the students’ participation to the educational aspect of their college life. It was pointed out that this possibility would have the further option of setting fees and establishing revenue for non-college purposes in the activities covered.

CUNY Expanding CUNY Training

The Board of Higher Education is taking steps toward acquiring for City University of New York central office expansion the former Winkle Foundation Building at 30 West 44th Street, and the federal surplus property near the University's Office of Student Affairs.

The guidelines provide that the fees be set by the college corporation to receive the fees. This is, however, not the case with the fees that are set by the elected student government. The guidelines provide for the publication of a budget for public hearings before adoption for modification during the course of the year, and for audit. Under the new guidelines each college may have unique procedures. Procedures may differ from division to division.

The guidelines provide that the fees may be used for any education purpose. The publication is the trustee of student fees, the law giving the board the power to "spend and account for the same for the benefit of students only."

The property at 30 West 44th Street, a 12-story building with a gross floor area of 50,000 square feet, has been offered for sale at $1.4 million. It is presently used by a number of tenants on a month-to-month basis. The board action directed the City University construction Fund to authorize the expenditure by the State Dormitory Authority of funds for the acquisition of this building along with miscellaneous expenditures, as may be needed to acquire facility and to develop preliminary plans for its renovation.

The property at 30 West 44th Street, a 12-story building with a gross floor area of 50,000 square feet, was most recently occupied by the Army for administrative purposes. It has been declared surplus by the federal government and its disposition is being considered by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The building would have a capital cost, however, substantial renovation work will be required for its use by CUNY.

The Centers also offer courses to prepare trainees to become specialized workers in the New York State Adult Education Program and its equivalents. Successful completion of the program leads to certification in the field of Adult Education.

The entire cost of the program is provided by the Manpower and Career Development Agency. The University will conduct classes with the necessary equipment, keypunch operation, air conditioning and heating services maintenance and building rehabilitation and construction.

The average age of students attending CUNY classes at the centers is 30, and most have families. They attend classes three days a week, six to seven hours a day, learning vocational skills and studying the English, math and other basic educational subjects they need to enter or remain in control of their activities 'es and distribution of student activities fees. This guideline would give each president the option of setting fees and collecting the fees in accordance with the recommendation of the student body after a referendum. The colleges would have the further option of recommending separate student athletic fees, student activity fees, and student publication fees— in each case by referendum. Each undergraduate and graduate school session would determine its own fees.

The guidelines suggest the establishment of a college corporation to receive the fees collected by the college business manager, this corporation to have a governing board with no less than one-third of its members students in good standing, other members being faculty or administrators.

In the absence of a college corporation, the document recommends that a student government receive the fees. The student government must be elected through ballotting in a majority of 30 per cent of those eligible to vote.

The guidelines provide for the publication of a budget for public hearings before adoption for modification during the course of the year, and for audit. Under the new guidelines each college may have unique procedures. Procedures may differ from division to division.

The guidelines provide that the fees may be used for any education purpose. The publication is the trustee of student fees, the law giving the board the power to "spend and account for the same for the benefit of students only."

CUNY Expanding CUNY Training

The Board of Higher Education is taking steps toward acquiring for City University of New York central office expansion the former Winkle Foundation Building at 30 West 44th Street, and the federal surplus site and building located at 30 West 44th Street.

The Wilkie Building, now known as Freedom House, is a nine-story office building with a gross floor area of 46,000 square feet, has been offered for sale at $1.4 million. It is presently used by a number of tenants on a month-to-month basis. The board action directed the City University construction Fund to authorize the expenditure by the State Dormitory Authority of funds for the acquisition of this building along with miscellaneous expenditures as may be needed to acquire facility and to develop preliminary plans for its renovation.

The property at 30 West 44th Street, a 12-story building with a gross floor area of 50,000 square feet, was most recently occupied by the Army for administrative purposes. It has been declared surplus by the federal government and its disposition is being considered by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The building would have a capital cost, however, substantial renovation work will be required for its use by CUNY.

Estimated cost of acquisition and preliminary planning for the two properties is $1.5 million.
DAY SESSION ELECTIONS

OCTOBER 13, 1970
IN 11 A.M. CLASSES
AND
MARBLE LOUNGE

STUDENT AIDS ARE NEEDED. IF YOU CAN HELP,
REPORT TO MARBLE LOUNGE AT 10 A.M.
OCT. 13. FOR INFORMATION CONTACT
ERIC GLAUDE IN 307F SC AT 1 P.M. DAILY.
ELECTIONS

Students are needed to help with the student petition drive, similar to the one already underway. If you would like to help contact Eric Geller. For more information, you can contact the Student Center, any day of the week.

DEAD COMING?

Negotiations are now under way in the same manner, and should be concluded by the middle of September. The current contract, which expires at the beginning of October, is a three-year agreement.

Education Majors

STUDENTS MAY NOT TAKEN THE INDIVIDUAL STANDING EXAMINATION GIVEN BY THE DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH AND ITALIAN.

The following students are not eligible for the French and Italian examinations, and will be enrolled in Beginning I and II, respectively:

- A. R. C. (French)
- B. D. G. (Italian)
- C. H. J. (French)
- D. L. M. (Italian)
- E. P. N. (French)
- F. R. O. (Italian)

LAW SOCIETY

The Law Society will present a Law School faculty to the students. The meeting will be held in the library of the Student Center at 12:15 noon on Monday, September 11, at 12:15 noon.

Newman Club

There will be a general meeting of the Newman Club at 12:30 p.m. on Tuesday, September 12, in the library of the Student Center. Everyone is welcome to attend.

Play Auditions

Brady's Players will hold auditions for the following play on Wednesday, September 13, at 7:30 p.m. in the library of the Student Center. All members must attend this meeting for all members.

NEWMAN CLUB

There will be a general meeting of the Newman Club at 12:30 p.m. on Tuesday, September 12, in the library of the Student Center. Everyone is welcome to attend.

The DANCE is held in the Student Center on September 12, at 7:30 p.m. in the library of the Student Center. All members must attend this meeting for all members.

ADDS

ALPHA DELTA SIGMA, the National Professional Advertising Fraternity, cordially invites you to attend our Fall SMOKER on October 14, 1970 at 12 P.M. in Room 1403. Everyone may or may not be served.

TICKER—OCTOBER 3, 1970
pus policy. The Newsweek/Hermes Typewriter Essay Contest will now give your opinions a hearing. Submit 1,000 words or less (typed on any machine) describing your quality. All essays become the property of Newsweek/Hermes.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS: Just be a student, with proof of attendance at any college, university or high school available on request.

PRIZES: Hermes 3000 portable typewriter; the four runners-up in each region a prize of $250,000. He is also charged with receiving $250,000 for his involvement in the sale of a piece of real estate. He is further charged with receiving $250,000 for his involvement in the sale of a piece of real estate.

NEWSPAPER/HERMES TYPENWRITE ESSAY CONTEST

The prize is intended to stimulate interest in the news that is of interest to the students of the United States. The Newsweek/Hermes Typewriter Essay Contest will now give your opinions a hearing. Submit 1,000 words or less (typed on any machine) describing your quality. All essays become the property of Newsweek/Hermes.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS: Just be a student, with proof of attendance at any college, university or high school available on request.

PRIZES: Hermes 3000 portable typewriter; the four runners-up in each region a prize of $250,000. He is also charged with receiving $250,000 for his involvement in the sale of a piece of real estate. He is further charged with receiving $250,000 for his involvement in the sale of a piece of real estate.
DEAR AUNT EVA

Dear Aunt Eva, you must help me. I'm depressed. My mother is very angry with me. I've made a mistake, I know.

I live with my parents and go to Baruch. It's a real mess and I'm going to get out. I feel like staying at home alone, but my mom says I can't. It's because my brother's brother-in-law's wife has just had a baby. They don't let me go because they don't want me to interrupt.

I wouldn't mind getting out of this rat race and going on my own. I don't know what I would do, but I don't think I could go on living like this. I really need your help. I'm just so miserable.

Dear Troubled. Tell yourself;

mastering the draft

The test (continually) explained in the student government's newsletter is really not the same. The question is: have you ever really studied the problem of the draft? The answer is: probably not. However, you probably have looked at it in a more general way. The question is then: has anyone ever really studied the problem of the draft? The answer is: yes.

Unfortunately, the consequences of ob­

FROM PAGE 6

continues.

'TICKER' is just the name given to the staff who submit their work to the college's newspaper, 'The Tickercr. We have no reason to believe that these people are dishonest. What we find is that, in our experience, we don't even consider publishing anything as a

Bernard of Baruch

Bernard Smith

During the early part of last semester's student government meetings, the student government had many discussions about the possibility of a draft. Students demanded and received permission to establish a S.E.E.K. (Student Enrollement and Education) Committee to study the problem of the draft. The committee had the privilege of talking with the students, the faculty members, and the administration about the problem of the draft.

However, the delay persists, the man will be tempted to disregard the law and may be arrested. He will be held until a court date is set. The man will then be required to appear in court and he will be required to pay a fine of $250.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Fall is about to fall into place in October. The leaves are changing colors, and the weather is getting cooler. It's the perfect time to take a walk through the campus and enjoy the fall foliage. However, the trees are losing their leaves too quickly due to the dry conditions. It's a bittersweet time of year.

Bruce Rosen

What are you doing next Monday?
First National City Bank has

39 openings for per diem Tellers

If you have no classes on Mondays, consider one of these openings. You can work as a teller and earn money. I've already done it, and I've made a lot of money.

Interested students are urged to apply while these openings still exist.

INTERVIEWS MON - FRI

(INCLUDING COLUMBUS DAY, OCT. 12)

9:00 a.m. to 5 p.m. at 634 Lexington Avenue (off 54th)
Monday and Tuesday 11:00 a.m. to 7 p.m.

First National City Bank

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f)

F

--

Kevin Dubrow

Freshman Viewpoint

Freshmen are going to do a little better. They've got a little more experience now. They may not be as good as the seniors, but they're getting there. I think the seniors are just getting a little too cocky.

Bernard M. is truly a magnificent place. More than 10,000 students attend this college each year. They are given a variety of courses and programs to choose from. The college is known for its strong emphasis on career development. It offers many opportunities for students to participate in extracurricular activities and clubs, including student government, sports, and student organizations.

Before the women's liberation movement and the leaders of the movement were formed, there were few opportunities for women to participate in the activities of the campus. However, in recent years, women have been increasingly involved in student government and other extracurricular activities. This is a positive development that reflects the growing acceptance of women's roles in society.

It's very embarrassing when we're in a group of people and someone starts to talk about something. It's like being the only one who knows what's going on. You feel like everyone else is just standing there, not knowing what to do. It's very frustrating.

We have no reason to believe that these people are dishonest. What we find is that, in our experience, we don't even consider publishing anything as a
Eye for an Ear?

Gary Frank

As Jimi died between deadlines, I first thought, helpless and saddened, that we could all get back to the garden of '67. Try to recapture in some small respect, the innocent joy of St. Pepper, Vietnam Summer, Hashbury, and the Jimi Hendrix of one side of Empire 2518. Why not read this article again, listen to the album both sides now, and throw away your costume. If you can't do it for yourself, do it for Jimi. It's not too late for you. Can you see me?

Glenn and I will be preparing a printed visual review of what went down at the NET-Fillmore East concert taped on September 23. A most pleasing musical evening, ending with a surprise jam between two blues greats, one of them a King. As soon as the words and pictures fit, we'll share them with you.

The audience was most receptive that night. No bad vibes could be found after six hours of music and one hour of jam. But in the rear of the theatre I glimpsed a brother bum with an album in hand that he wanted to play blues, cosmic or otherwise. I don't think he wanted to play blues. He left it. He found it... Thank you for sharing with you too long to stop now. This is how I composed. If this kind kids knew how much mobbe he help me with a minute and a half review "Oh call Polydor!" I wrote the article about Andy Pratt upon my first reading of this letter for information.

The next day I was sure my antagonist was the real Mr. Pratt, who was wearing Kevin Rogers glasses when I saw him. He had written that he of course would send me your comments. "Record is like life," he told me. "Its alright to know that you've ever askeed for it in concert aren't you sorry? Jimi wanted to play blues, cosmic or otherwise. I don't think he wanted to play blues. He left it. He found it... Thank you for sharing."

Upon two thoughtful hearings I've found it taut, tight, tense and new single from "Free." There's more than just a country twang here, no swinging, waving of the dance is made up of the Youngbloods' last few tours. They do a good job of being the New Eyesight in concert. 'Festival' is made up of this kid knew Andy Pratt's drummer, (laughter obnoxiously how good the album was, how much mebbe he'd be with a minute and a half review "Oh call Polydor!" I wrote the article about Andy Pratt upon my first reading of this letter for information."

The above story is somewhat true, any resemblance to persons alive, dead, or dying is coincidental and a bizarre result of the history of merica's other pastime, wife swapping, not killing; 'Strike a Match and All the Buckaroos Will Follow,' the Polydor label, who put out Andy Pratt L.P. (Remember, The Street Giveth, etc.) was to the city and sidewalks and cement; this note for Cat Mom L.P. is to the country. There's more than one country fiddle here, some semblance to one or two other fiddles in the history of merica's other pastime, wife swapping, not killing; 'Strike a Match and All the Buckaroos Will Follow,' the Polydor label, who put out Andy Pratt L.P. (Remember, The Street Giveth, etc.) was to the city and sidewalks and cement; this note for Cat Mom L.P. is to the country. There's more than one country fiddle here, some semblance to one or two other fiddles over in the history of merica's other pastime, wife swapping, not killing; 'Strike a Match and All the Buckaroos Will Follow,' the Polydor label, who put out Andy Pratt L.P. (Remember, The Street Giveth, etc.) was to the city and sidewalks and cement; this note for Cat Mom L.P. is to the country. There's more than one country fiddle here, some semblance to one or two other fiddles...